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The authors study the design of rotators (i.e. networks whose outputs are obtained by a cyclic 
permutation of their inputs). A direct design can be built with multiplexers. The expansion of 
rotators (i.e. the building of a large rotator by an interconnection of several smaller rotators) is 
studied, and three designs are given for it: the common factor, prime factor and near prime factor 
designs. 
Introduction 
Permutation networks play an important role in various technical application 
fields. An account of their use in telephony switching may for instance be found in 
[l 11. More recently, their use in SIMD (Single Instruction stream, Multiple Data 
stream) has been carefully discussed (see for instance [lo, 121). The main problem in 
this context is to generate adequately particular classes of frequently used 
permutations. 
In this paper, we study various design techniques of rotators, i.e. of networks 
whose N outputs are obtained by a cyclic permutation of their N inputs. The study 
of these networks may be traced back up to Davis [5]. In a recent paper [ 131, Gajski 
and Tulpule have proposed the conjunct use of a rotator and of a mask for normali- 
zation purposes in custom design floating point arithmetic units. From a theoretical 
point of view, the design of rotators is quite an interesting problem since its relative 
simplicity allows one to investigate rather completely the class of possible solutions. 
Some general design principles are described and discussed in Section 2. The main 
emphasis of the paper is however put on the design of expandable rotators i.e. the 
synthesis of large rotators from smaller ones. Three main design techniques are 
described in detail together with their control algorithms. The lexicographic (or 
common factor) design contains as a particular case Lawrie’s omega networks [lo] 
for which a control algorithm is explicitly described. The residual (or prime factor) 
design, which is only possible under some restrictive conditions, exhibits a par- 
ticularly simple control algorithm. Finally, the near prime factor design provides a 
more general technique, which contains the two other ones as particular cases. 
Our paper is organized as follows: 
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- In Section 1 we give a precise definition of a rotator. 
- In Section 2 we explain how a rotator can be built by a suitable interconnection 
of multiplexers. 
- In Section 3 we study the problem of the expansion of rotators, in other words 
of the construction of large rotators using smaller ones as constituents. We describe 
mainly three designs: 
l The common factor (or lexicographic) design, which is based on the ‘lexico- 
graphic’ method used for labelling numbers. 
l The prime factor (or residual) design, which is based on the Chinese remainder 
theorem in number theory. 
l The near prime factor design, which is a generalization of the two other 
designs. 
- In the Appendix, we use elementary group theory to build similar two-stage 
expandable designs, and we count them. 
1. Definition 
A rotator is a switching circuit having N data inputs, numbered from 0 to N- 1, 
N data outputs, numbered from 0 to N- 1 and p control inputs z,_ i, . . . ,zl, zo. We 
shall represent a rotator by the symbol of Fig. 1. Under appropriate settings of the 
control inputs z;, the rotator should be able to connect inputs to outputs in such a 
way that each input is moved by k positions to the left (mod N), and this for all 
k=O, 1, . . . . N- 1. More precisely, the rotator should be able to realize any of the N 
rotations @k, mapping each input x on an output y giVeII by: 
@k:X-‘J’=X@k (x,y,kE{O,l,..., N-l}). (I) 
The addition @ is performed modulo N. The integer k is the rotation amplitude. 
Clearly, if the control variables are binary, one should have: 
pz rlog*Nl, (2) 
where fal denotes the smallest integer larger than or equal to a. Most often, we 
shall have N= 2”, p = n. 
N-l 10 
Fig. 1. Rotator symbol. 
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Various cost measures could be chosen to qualify rotator designs. 
(i) If the intended realization is a wired interconnection of MS1 units (say, on a 
PC board), the natural cost function will be the number of MS1 units (ro) used in 
the design. 
(ii) If one thinks of a VLSI realization of a whole rotator, the natural cost 
function is the silicon area (rA) and the latter cost-measure accounts in particular 
for the area occupied by connections. 
From a theoretical point of view, the cost function ro is much better known than 
its VLSI counterpart &. It has for instance been shown that ro = O(N log N)’ [l, 21. 
This result holds true if each output y of the logical operators used in the design is a 
unate Boolean function of its arguments x (i.e. if x1 ~xz*y(xi)~y(x~); see e.g. 
[15]). The above result is important as it shows that any design yielding a rotator 
such that l-o = O(N log N) is asymptotically optimal from the gate count point of 
view. In what follows, we shall thus use the lower bound ro= Cn(Nlog N) to 
ascertain the quality of our designs. 
2. Basic rotator design 
We shall ground our basic design on the following two assumptions: 
(1) The design uses as building blocks combinational multiplexers. Let us recall 
that a multiplexer has, say, s control inputs ~0, .. . , us_ ,, 2’ data inputs wo, . . . , w2s-, 
and one output r. 
It realizes the output function: 
2s- I 
t= v wg?l;(u), 
,=O 
(3) 
where m;(u) is the ith minterm in the variables u. The corresponding symbol is 
shown in Fig. 2. 
W25-1 . w2 WI wo 
V 
= 
Fig. 2. Multiplexer symbol 
Clearly, the multiplexer, viewed as a multipositional switch is a natural building 
block for our design problem. Furthermore, we know [4] that the choice of a 
particular type of universal building block does not impair the asymptotic behaviour 
I See [3] for a precise definition of the symbols 0, Q and 0. 
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of the cost and delay of the circuit, as functions of the operand size N. 
(2) The control variables represent, in binary notation, the rotation amplitude 
k, i.e.: 
P-l 
k = C Zi2'. 
i=l 
This second assumption is perhaps more questionable than the first one. It clearly 
uses the smallest possible number of control variables: intuitively, this corresponds 
to the idea that a Boolean function of p’ arguments has lower cost and delay than a 
Boolean function of p arguments whenever p’<p. This might however turn out to 
be false in specific situations. 
We may now describe the basic design. We suppose that we have: 
p=no+ “‘+n,_l, 
where each ni (i = 0, . . . , t- 1) is a positive integer. Set 
IPI 
m,=O, m,= C ?lj for Ilist-1. 
,=o 
The control variables are partitioned in k blocks Bo, . . . ,B,_ i: 
I I 
I I 
zp- 19 . . . ,Zm,_, , *** , 
I I 
Zm,+n,-I,...,Zrn, ,“‘,Zno-l,.**,ZO* 
WI IL--;-J1 I+ 
B 1-I I Bo 
Each block B; will control the level i of N multiplexers having 
inputs. Formula (4) can be written as: 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
each 2”l data 
(8) 
Then the multiplexers in the level i (i = 0, . . . , t - 1) must be wired so as to perform 
the 2”l shifts: 
4i2m’, (9) 
where 
qi=O, .*.,2”‘- 1. (10) 
Each qi corresponds to the bracketed term in (8). 
The construction is illustrated in Fig. 3 for N= 16, p = 4, t = 2 and no= nl = 2. 
When all ni’s are equal it is easily seen that we have 
Z-, = O(N log N). (11) 
Thus the design is asymptotically optimal from the gate count point of view. 
Davis [S] obtains similar conclusions. 
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3. Expandable rotator design 
3.1. Introductory remarks 
A glance at Fig. 3 immediately reveals that the interconnection patterns involved 
in the basic design procedure rapidly become intricate on a topological point of view 
(cf. VLSI technology) when N increases. Furthermore, a desirable goal is surely to 
be able to build a large rotator from smaller rotators: this is the expandability 
property of the rotators. This property is implicitely contained in [5]. In the present 
section, we describe some expandable rotator designs. Before explaining our design 
philosophy, we shall introduce some definitions and notations. 
3.2. Definitions and notations 
For any positive integer m, we denote by 2, the set 41, . . . , m - 1. Let now 
M=m,.m,. . . . . m,_ 1 and consider the Cartesian product: 
Z=Zm,_, X”‘XZm,XZ,,={(X,_l,...,Xl,XoIXiEZ,,}; 
an element (x,_ 1, . , . , xl, x0) of Z will also be denoted x. Then, the lexicographic 
mapping A(Z), written more simply I when no confusion is possible, is defined by 
where 
rm I
/l:z+z~::x~ c X;W;, (20) 
,=O 
,=I 
~0~1 and W;=Wi-imi_t= n mj (i=1,2 ,..., r). (21) 
j=O 
It is easy to show that: 
(i) A is a bijection from 2 onto ZM. As a matter of fact, if XE ZM, then, xA_’ is 
the mixed radix representation of x. 
(ii) A transforms the lexicographic order on 2 into the natural order on ZM. 
Let now N= no. nl + .... nrPl. From the sets Z,,, we form the r Cartesian 
products: 
z~‘~=z,,~,x...xz,,xz~~,x~~~xz, , 
which derive from each other by a cyclic permutation of the coordinates. More 
precisely, the natural mapping: 
+ X,,Xj_l,...,XO,Xr-l,..., ( xj+l) (22) 
is called perfect shuffle, in accordance with earlier definitions [6,7]. The lexico- 
graphical mapping A(Z(j)) is denoted d(j), 
From the set Z(j), we form the set Zj by omitting the jth coordinate. Thus 
zj=zn,_, X~~~XZ,oXZn,~~X~~~XZ,,+,. 
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Hence, if we put 
Nj = N/nj , 
we have 
/Zjl =Nj. 
The lexicographic mapping A(Zj) is denoted 2j. 
(23) 
(24) 
3.3. Design principles 
(a) Label mapping 
Our starting observation is the following one: as the number N of inputs and 
outputs of our target rotator is given by N= no. ni. -.. . n,_ 1, our purpose will be to 
design this target rotator using as components rotators on no, nl, . . . , n,_ 1 points. It 
will be convenient to consider that the inputs and outputs, initially and finally 
numbered in Z,, receive intermediate labels in some Z(j). A bijection 
7c:z~+z(0+X+(x,_~ ,...) x1,x()), (25) 
will be called label mapping. Once a label mapping has been chosen, we may 
associate, to any rotation ek on Z, a permutation vk on Z(O) by 
Wk= n-i@@; @k= ,rvkn-‘. (26) 
The interest of that definition appears in the discussion of the action of a set of 
rotators. 
Fig. 4. 
(b) Action of a set of rotators 
Consider (Fig. 4) a set of Nj rotators acting on nj inputs each. We number the 
rotators 0, 1, . . . , Nj - 1. We assume that the ith of these rotators has a nj-valued 
control input Zj,i (iEZN,). The inputs and outputs of each rotator are, as usual 
numbered from 0 to nj - 1. Globally, the inputs and outputs of this set of rotators 
may be given labels of the type (Xj, Xj), where Xj is the rotator number and Xj is the 
input or output number on rotator Xj. The set of rotators is thus able to realize the 
mappings: 
,Uj(Zj) : ZNi X Z, + ZNj X Z, : (xj, Xj) + 
( 
Xj, Xj 6 Zj 
’ > 
X, 3 (27) 
I 
where Zj is the vector (Zj,N, _ 1, . . . , Zj, I,Zj,o) and where @ is the sum module nj. 
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Eq. (27) simply states that the inputs to rotator Xj are indeed rotated by an amount 
Zj,X, that may be chosen independently for each of the Nj rotators. 
The action of our set of rotators is also easily interpreted as a mapping: 
,$: Z(j),Z(J). (28) 
To reach this presentation, we only have to define a mapping 
A;:z(j)+zN,xz "J' 
The obvious choice is 
~T:(Xj-I,...)XO,Xr_I,...,Xj+l,XJ)~(Xj’Xj) 
with(Xi_l,...,Xo,X,_l,...,Xj+l)lj=X,. 
Finally, we obtain 
+~;~j~;~‘. 
(29) 
(30) 
(c) Implementation scheme 
The design philosophy is now at hand. The set of Nj rotators considered above 
will form thejth stage of the construction. We shall build a cascade of r such stages 
numbered from 0 to r - 1. Between stages j and j + 1, we furthermore interpose a 
shuffle o(j) so as to bring the coordinate Xi+, in the rightmost position before the 
transformation ,u?+ ,. Overall, the transformation realized by our construction is 
described by: 
&r(0)~;a(‘) . ..&o”~n. (31) 
Our problem thus reduces to decompose the permutation Wk defined by (26) as a 
product of the form (31). Two basic constructions of this type will appear in 
Sections 3.4 and 3.5. The basic architecture of our design is illustrated in Fig. 5 for 
N=nznlno=4.3.2=24. 
Remarks. (1) It should be clear from the above discussion that the permutation Wk 
on Z(O) is decomposed as a product of r permutations acting on the coordinates 
xo,xl,*..,x,-l. The order in which these factor permutations are performed is in 
fact irrelevant. 
(2) Similarly, while we perform the factor permutation acting on the coordinate 
Xi, the order of the other coordinates, x0,x1, . . . . ~,_,,xj+~, . . . . X,-I is also 
irrelevant. A change of this order merely modifies the interstage connection pattern. 
The disposition retained here reduces to a constant geometry interstage pattern 
when nj = n for all i [7,8]. 
(3) Whenever r = 2, a different graphical presentation of Wk is possible. The input 
and output terminals (x1,x0) are disposed in a rectangular array with xi as row 
coordinate and x0 as column coordinate. The rotators in stage 0 thus appear as 
‘horizontal’ boxes while the rotators in stage 1 appear as ‘vertical’ boxes. This type 
of representation is illustrated in Fig. 6 for nt = 4, no = 3. 
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z24 
23 22 21 2019 18 17 I6 15 l4 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
Fig. 5. 
3.4. Common factor design (Lexicographic design) 
We now turn to the application of our design principles to some specific choices 
of the label mapping n. The natural choice, studied in the present section, is to use 
the lexicographic mapping itself as label mapping. More precisely, we choose: 
r-1 
7r=(A(Oy1:X+(Xr_ 1,...,xo):x= c xjw;. (32) 
i=o 
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(3.0) (3,l) 13,2) 
4 
i : 
Fig. 6. 
We shall also assume that the rotation amplitude k is given by its mixed radix 
representation (kr_t, . . . ,kt,ke) with 
r-l 
k= C kjWi* (33) 
i=O 
The mapping Wk on 2 co) describing the rotation @k is given by 
WkC ~(o)@,(~(e))-l : 
Hence, the digits u, of the image of x by V/k are the digits of the mixed radix 
representation of x@ k. As it is well known, the ripple carry addition algorithm in a 
mixed radix system is described by the equalities: 
xo+ko = noro+yo, 
xl+kl+ro =n1r1 +Yl, 
xj+kj+rj-l =iljrj+Yj, 
X,-I+ k,_l+rr-2=nr-lr,_l+y,_l, 
(35) 
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(see for example [9]). From (35), we deduce immediately: 
yj=Xj&kj&rj_l (j=1,2 ,..., r-l). 
Observe also from (35) that: 
(36) 
J-1 
izo YiWi= Iz:,iWi& ii: kiwi (j=1,2 ,..., r), (37) 
According to our design principles, the transformation to be carried out by stage j is 
~Yj-I~~~~~YO~x~-1~~~~~xj+l~~j~‘~Yj-l~~~~~YO~~r-1~~~~~~j+l~Yj) (38) 
where _Yj is given by (36). Comparing these results with (27), we deduce 
(40) 
In the remaining part of this section, we shall derive an alternative form of (39) 
which will provide US with an expression of Zj,xj in terms of kj and Xj only. To 
achieve this result, we need the following lemma: 
Lemma 1. Zf a, b E Z,, then 
a+bcm o a6bzb. 
Proof. The proof results of the following sequence of implications: 
a+bcm H acm-b e aE[O,m-b-l] 
o a&bE[b,m-1] H a&brb. 0 
We are now in position to state the main result of this section: 
Theorem 1 
zo,x,=ko, VXo. 
J 
Zj3 x, = kj @ 1 otherwise (jE{1,2 ,..., r-l}). 
Proof. The study of the addition algorithm (35) shows that 
(41) 
J-I 1-I 
‘j-1 =O iff ,FoXiWi+ ,TO k;w;<wj. 
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By Lemma 1, this condition is transformed into: 
/-I 
rj-l=O iff C x,w;~‘~‘k;w;~~~‘k;w;. 
Finally, eq. (37) yields: 
Zj,x,=kj H 
To complete the proof, 
J-1 J-1 
rj-1'0 9 C _Y;W~Z C k;w;. 
,=O i=O 
we only have to express the latter condition in terms of the 
rotator numbers Xj. From (38), we deduce that the rotator number is given by 
The second term in the sum is strictly smaller than W,/Wj+i so that the rotator 
number may be written under the form 
It is now clear that 
and the proof follows. cl 
The interest of Theorem 1 is that it provides us with a straightforward control 
algorithm of the network. Let us illustrate this fact for N= 25 i.e. non1 = ... = n4 = 2. 
The corresponding circuit is shown in Fig. 7. The inputs and outputs are numbered 
O,l, . . . . 31. In each stage, the rotators are numbered 0, 1, . . . ,15. The circuit is a 
particular case of the omega network [lo]: in our case, the cells only have the two 
states ‘straight’ and ‘interchange’. Let k=19; (k4,k3,k2,kl,ko)=(l,0,0,1,1). The 
computations are shown in the following Table 1. The results of these computations 
are shown by dotted lines in Fig. 7. 
Table I 
I- ’ 
j k, c k,2’ w5 ,=O w/+1 
0 1 _ zo, x, = 1 
1 1 1 8 ~,,~,=l iff X,28 
2 0 3 4 ~~,~,=OiffX~z12 
3 0 3 2 z~,~,=O iff X,r6 
4 1 3 1 z3. x, = 1 iff X, 2 3 
k,=l 
k,=l 
1 
k,=O 
[ 
k,=O 
[ 
k,= 1 
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3.5. Prime factor design (Residual design) 
In the present section, we show that, thanks to an appropriate choice of the label 
mapping, it is possible to design an expandable rotator with a particularly simple 
control algorithm requiring only r external control variables. It is simple to observe 
that the (relative) complexity of the control algorithm described in the preceding 
section originates in the carry propagation arising in the addition algorithm (35). On 
the other hand, it is well known that the addition in residue arithmetic is carry-free. 
This is the basic idea of the present section. 
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Let again N= nOnI a.. n,_ 1. Assume furthermore that the integers n, are pairwise 
relatively prime. Although computer technology generally uses powers of 2, prime 
numbers are used in some domains, like cryptography and the FFT (where there is a 
prime factor algorithm). 
It is well known from number theory that in this case the mapping 
~:ZN+Z:x+(x(modn,_,),...,x(modnl),x(modno)), (42) 
where x (mod nj) is the residue of x modulo nj, is a bijection. This result is known as 
the Chinese remainder theorem. In the present section, we choose the bijection II 
given by (42) as label mapping. Accordingly, the bijection V/k = n-‘&rc may be 
described by 
n-’ @k 
x-x- y=x&kAy. (43) 
Hence, thz digits y of the image of x by vk are the digits of the residue representa- 
tion of x@ k. Under our assumptions, we have 
_vj=xj&kj (44) 
so that 
zj,xj=kj, VXj . (45) 
An example of this procedure is given in Fig. 8 for N= n2nl no= 5.3 ’ 2. The rotators 
in the network are positioned so as to realize a rotation amplitude of k = 23: 
(k (mod 5), k (mod 3), k (mod 2)) = (3,2, 1). 
The permutations rc and z-* does not cause any trouble since they correspond to 
fixed wiring. The only limitation of the process is due to the relatively prime 
character of the factors nj of N. The simplicity of the control algorithm and the 
reduction of the number of control variables are obviously the advantages to be 
gained from that limitation. 
3.6. Near prime factor design 
We now come back to the case r=2, i.e. N= nlno, to discuss other possible 
approaches to the design of expandable rotators. In this case, we already have 
discovered two designs, the lexicographic design L(n,,n,) and the residual design 
R(nl,no); the latter only exists if nl and no are relatively primes. 
Let us first define the following permutations on Z(O): 
(9 x:(x1,x0)+ (x,.xoci 1) 
(ii) Let ,lj = 1 iff x0 =j and S = 0 iff xo #j. Then 
(46) 
z,: (x,9x0)+ (Xr&1j,XO) (j=O*l****,n()-1). (47) 
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Fig. 8. 
no-l 
y= nz. J' 
I=0 
We may immediately observe the following elementary properties: 
X”O,ynl+= 1 (j=O,l,..., no- 1). 
(48) 
(49) 
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(1 represents the identity mapping on Z(O)). Furthermore 
Yx=V, (50) 
as y and x act independently on x1 and x0, 
If we temporarily omit the perfect shuffles, we may deduce from the preceding 
sections that the designs L(ni, no) and R(ni,n,) express the rotation vk under the 
form I?- I 
V/k=Xko fl ,,“J. (51) 
,=O 
Actually, the latter equation shows that the group (x,z;) generated by the permu- 
tations (46) and (47) contains the group (vk} of rotations on Z(O). In this section, we 
shall consider rotator designs in which vk has a decomposition of the form (51). 
These designs are called suitable designs. 
We start our discussion by an elementary observation. Let y represent a cyclic 
permutation on Z(O). Let us assume that the elements xi of Z(O) are indexed in such a 
way that 
X;Y =x;oi (i=O, 1, . . . . N- 1) 
(as earlier, @ represents the sum module N). Define next the mapping: 
7c:ZN-+Z(0):i+x. I* (52) 
Then obviously 
@i = nyn-1. (53) 
Eq. (53) shows that any circular permutation y on Z(O) may be selected as ryl. It will 
then be possible to define the suitable mapping TC by (52). Furthermore, we shall 
have: 
V/k = w:; @k=nvkn-’ (54) 
Let us now assume that 
no= man and gcd(n, n,) = 1; 
let us furthermore define the permutation u by 
(55) 
“-1 
fJ= n Zkmo. 
k=O 
(56) 
We shall show in what follows that xu is a cyclic permutation on Z(O). The design 
obtained by selecting xv as v/i is called near prime factor design and denoted 
NW,, no, n). 
If a and b are arbitrary permutation on a set E, we represent by bathe permutation 
a-‘ba. 
Lemma 2 
(ab)m = a” (57) 
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Proof. The property is true for m = 1. Assume (57) as induction hypothesis. Then 
(a@ m+ 1 =am+la-mbam j@_, b(“i)=a”+l,~b’yi). tl 
Coming back to our main discussion, we now give the proof of a set of computa- 
tional equalities. 
Lemma 3 
(i) $“=zj&, (58) 
(ii) 
n-l 
uors)= n Zknq& 
k=O 
(59) 
mo-I 
(iii) rI ,(xS) =y, (60) 
S=O 
(iv) (xv)“” = x”Oy . (61) 
Proof 
(0 
n-l 
( ) 
n-l 
(ii) dxs)=x-’ n Zkrno y= n dxs)= “fi’&,~~&. 
k=O k=O kmo k=O 
This also shows that the permutations v (x5) and v@‘) commute when s# t. 
(iii) 
mo-I “0-l 
n ,(2)= “ii’ “n’z 
s=O 
~_. k=O kmo+s= ,go zj=y 
mo-I 
(iv) (xv)“0 = po n VW) =x"Oy* 0 
s=O 
Our main result follows: 
Theorem 2. xv is a cyclic permutation on Z(O). 
Proof. We show that the cycle containing (0,O) has length N. We first observe that 
every factor xv increases the coordinate x0 by one unit. Hence, if (0,O) is its own 
image by (xv)~, we shall have no IM and x M= 1 Furthermore, we may write . 
M= M, mo. Hence: 
(XV)M = (xv) moMI = ( -pOy)M = XJ+fyMl = yM. 
Again if (0,O) is fixed by (xv)~, we shall have n, lM1, i.e. nlmO (M. Summarizing 
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our conclusions, we obtain 
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N=lcm(no,n,m,) IA4 
Thus, the cycle containing (40) actually has length N. q 
Numerical example. N= 24, no = 6, n, = 4, n = 3, m. = 2. The permutations xu and 7c 
are described in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. Table 4 gives the control vectors 
z0W, 21,5(i), z1,4(i), . ...21,0(i) 
corresponding to the powers (xu);. This table completely describes the control of the 
rotator. The corresponding circuit is shown in Fig. 9. The positions of the com- 
ponent rotators correspond to a rotation amplitude k = 13. 
Table 2 Table 3 Table 4 
x XW) i i 
00 0 1 0 00 
0 1 12 1 0 1 
02 03 2 12 
03 14 3 1 3 
04 05 4 24 
05 10 5 25 
10 1 1 6 30 
1 1 22 7 3 1 
12 13 8 02 
1 3 24 9 03 
14 15 10 14 
1 5 20 1 1 I 5 
20 2 1 12 20 
2 1 32 1 3 2 1 
22 23 14 32 
23 34 1 5 33 
24 25 1 6 04 
25 30 1 7 05 
30 3 1 1 8 10 
3 1 02 19 1 1 
32 3 3 20 22 
3 3 04 2 1 23 
34 3 5 22 34 
3 5 00 23 3 5 
i zo 
Zl, X, 
x,=5 4 3 2 1 0 
0 0 000000 
1 1 010101 
2 2 111111 
3 3 121212 
4 4 222222 
5 5 232323 
6 0 333333 
7 1 303030 
8 2 000000 
9 3 010101 
10 4 111111 
1 1 5 121212 
12 0 222222 
1 3 1 232323 
14 2 333333 
1 5 3 303030 
1 6 4 000000 
1 7 5 010101 
1 8 0 111111 
19 1 121212 
20 2 222222 
2 1 3 232323 
22 4 333333 
23 5 303030 
We conclude this section by a few 
NP(n,,no, l)=L(n~,no), 
Thus, the near prime factor design 
residual designs. 
additional comments. Observe that 
NP(~I, no, no) =R(nl, no). 
is a generalization of the lexicographic and 
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z24 
I-c 
z(o) 
0 (0) 
a”’ 
TL-’ 
23 22 21 2019 18 17 16 1514 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
333333222222111111000000 
23222120191817161514131211109 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
Fig. 9. 
It is possible to characterize completely the set of suitable designs. The main result 
of that study may be stated as follows: the number of distinct suitable designs is 
M(%)@(nl)n~- l, (62) 
where @(x) is the Euler number for x. Furthermore, the proof of this result is 
constructive, so that all these designs may actually be built. The proof of that 
property is presented in appendix. 
4. Conclusions 
We described in this paper a number of rotator designs together with their control 
algorithms. The number of these designs may still be enriched. For instance, in any 
one of the encountered designs, each of the component rotators acting on n; points 
may further be decomposed by any of the described methods for any suitable 
factorization of ni. In this respect we should note that the compound designs 
obtained by that technique are not always new designs: for instance, a lexicographic 
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design of lexicographic designs is a lexicographic design up to a rearrangement of 
the component rotators. A similar statement holds true for residual designs. 
From a practical point of view, however, the lexicographic design appears as an 
outstanding candidate, as it applies to the most frequent situation N=2”, has a 
relatively simple control algorithm and exhibits a constant interstage connection 
pattern. The possibility of reducing both the number of external control variables 
and the control complexity by residual techniques should nevertheless not be under- 
estimated. 
Appendix’ 
The classification of suitable designs for r = 2 
We consider the case where r= 2, in other words N= nl. no. On the set 
Z= Z,, x Z,, we define the permutations: 
n:(xlrxO)+ (x,.x0& 1) 
zj:(xI,xo)~ > 
where 
j=O ,...,no-1 and 6(xo,j)= 
1 ifxo=j, 
0 otherwise, 
no- I 
y= n z;: (x1,x0)+ (XI& Lx,). (65) 
J=o 
For any permutation ,LI, we write O(p) for the order of p. Then we have 
(a) O(X) = no, 0( _V) = O(Zj) = 1 (j=O,l,..,, no- l), (66) 
(b) y commutes with x and with every Zj, (67) 
(c) for every i, j = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1, z; commutes with Zj, (68) 
(d) for every j = 0, 1, . . . , r~ - 1 and s = 0, 1, . . . , (Zj)(xs)= Zj&s- (69) 
(See Lemma 3(i).) 
We now define the following permutation groups on Z: 
vj=<Zj> (=O, .**,no- 1)~ 
V=~ZO,Zlr...,Zno-l), 
X=(x), 
(70) 
(71) 
(72) 
’ For group theoretical definitions and symbols, the reader is referred to [14] 
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G=(x,zo,z~,...,z,~-l), 
Y=(y). 
Then YC Z(G) by (67). In fact Y= Z(G). 
Now (68) implies that V= Vex .+. x ‘/no_ I and (69) yields 
v!nS) = v. 0 
I JOS 
(j=O, 1, . ..) n-lands=O,l,...). 
It follows that VcxS)= V and so that 
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(73) 
(74) 
(75) 
G=X.V. (76) 
The group G is the wreath product of Z,, by Z,, and we write G=Z,, -Z,,,. This 
construction is illustrated on Fig. 10 for nl = 5 and no = 3. 
r 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
ZO 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
22 
z 
Fig. 10. z,-z,. 
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Now let us return to rotators. In Section 3.6, we called suitable designs the ones in 
which vk has a decomposition of the form (51). This is equivalent to 
v/kex’ v foranyk=o,l,..., N-l. (77) 
As G is a group, (54) and (76) imply that this condition can be reduced to 
w~EG. (78) 
Now suppose that rc maps 0 on XE Z. Then rc maps every ie ZN on xy/;, in other 
words: 
i71 =xw; (i=O, 1, . . . . N- 1). (79) 
Theorem 3. There is a 1 to 1 correspondence between the suitable designs associated 
with Z and the pairs (x, I,Y~), where XE Z, t+vl E G, O(I,V,) = N and wI has only one 
cycle on Z. This correspondence associates to any design with label mapping II the 
orderedpair (Or, zP1~,7c). 
Proof. Given a suitable design with label mapping rr, we can take wI = rr -‘ein and 
x= On. Then wl E G by definition, O(wi) = O(Q~) = N, and as 71 is a bijection and el 
has only one cycle on ZN, I,V, has only one cycle on Z. Now XE Z and it is clear that 
this pair (x, vi) is unique. 
Now take XE Z and v/1 E G such that O(wi) = N and I,V, has only one cycle on Z. 
Define for any m E ZN: 
Wm = VT”, m77 =xWm. 
Then n is a bijection Z,--+ Z and if we take Q,, : ZN+ZN : p-+,u@m, then we get 
for any ,uEZZN: 
UJrWnlT -‘=xyl,. w,71-’ =xwUo,nml =u@m 
and so III,Y,,,K’=Q,, in other words vrn = n -‘e,rr. 
Thus (x, I,v,) corresponds to a suitable design with label mapping rc. NOW rc is 
unique by (79) and the result follows. 0 
Now any element of Z is a suitable choice for x. We will now determine which 
elements of G are suitable choices for I,Y~. 
Lemma 4. Let I,V E G. Then O(w) divides N and O(w) = N if and only if w has only 
one cycle on Z. 
Proof. Clearly Va G and G/VzX. Let m be the smallest positive integer such that 
I+V~E V. Now m = O(y/V), where I,UV is the element of G/V corresponding to I,U. As 
X is cyclic of order no, m divides no. Now V is a direct product of cyclic groups of 
order nl . Thus O(t+P) = 0(&/m divides nl and so O(w) divides N= nl no. 
If w has only one cycle on Z, then O(y) = IZ I= N. Suppose now that O(w) = N. 
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Then we must have m = no. Now G/V permutes cyclically the sets Qo, . . . , Q,,- 1, 
whereforeachi=O,l,...,no-1, wedefine 
Q;=((ni,x())EZ Ixo=i}. 
As m = no, t+v permutes cyclically the sets Sz;. As O(t+P) = nl, I,P permutes cyclically 
the elements of each set Q;. We deduce that v/ permutes cyclically the elements of Z, 
in other words I,Y has only one cycle on Z. 
In particular, if I,U has order N, then WI/ has order no and so we can write 
v/=x’ . o, where (r, no) = 1 and u E I/. 
Let us now consider the elements I,U of G such that O(wV) = no, in other words 
which have the above-described form. We can write 
” = $0.. . $r;. (80) 
We define now the weight of I,V as the number w(v) E Z,, defined by 
w(I//)=oo~U&~“,o-l @I) 
The following result characterizes I,V: 
Lemma 5. Let ry be an element of G of the form x’. v, where v E V and (r, no) = 1. 
Then: 
(i) ~~0 =yw(W). 
(ii) For any h E G, t+.vh=xr. u’ (u’EM) and w(vh) = w(v). 
(iii) Zf &no) = 1, then w($)=.s. w(y) (mod ni). 
(iv) O(w) = noa O(y”(W)) = N/gcd(ni, w(v)). 
In particular 0( t,u) = N if and only if gcd(n 1, w( I&) = 1. 
Proof. We have by Lemma 2: 
y/“O=(x’. “)“o=x’“o. fi “W’) 
,=q- I 
no- I 
= ,9 dx” (because x”O = 1 and (r, no) = 1) 
(because the map u--t u”’ is 
an isomorphism of V) 
(because V is abelian) 
n-l 
= ,to y”J =yw(v) (by (65). 
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Thus (i) holds. 
If LEG, then I,@V=(I,VV)~~=~I’ and so I+v~=x’. u’, with U’E I’. Now (@)“O= 
(I+v”“)~= (_~“‘(~))~=y”‘(~) by (74). Thus (ii) holds. 
If (.s,nO)= 1, then ~,~~V=(lyI/)s=x”~~ V and so $=x~u’, where U’E I/. Thus w is 
defined for vs. We now have (r,~“)“’ = (~+~“l)s=y”‘(~)’ and so (iii) holds. 
As O(wV) = no, no divides O(w). Now I+v”~=_Y”‘(~) and so O(w) = no. 
O(y”‘W’) = no. nl /gcd(n,, w(v)) =N/gcd(n,, w(w)). 
In particular O(w) = N if and only if gcd(n,, w(v)) = 1. Thus (iv) holds. 0 
We have now determined the suitable candidates for the permutation wI of 
Theorem 3. They are the elements x’. u, where u E V, (r, no) = 1 and w(x’u) is prime 
to nl. 
Theorem 4. The number of suitable designs is N@(no)c,b(n,)n;o-‘. 
Proof. By Theorem 3, this number is the number of suitable pairs (x, wr). Now 
there are N choices for x. Moreover, I,V~ must simply be of the form x’. u, (with 
u E V and (r, no) = 1, and have the property that gcd(w(v,), nl) = 1. If we decompose 
u as in (80), we have nl choices for uo, . . . , unop2 and @(no for uno_ 1. Finally, we have 
@(no) choices for r. Therefore the result folows. 0 
Note that two different designs may be similar up to a relabelling of the copies of 
the copies of the smaller rotators involved, or of the inputs and outputs. 
The procedure for the construction of a suitable design is the following: 
(1) Choose x. Generally, one takes x = (0,O). 
(2) Choose r, uo, . . . , on,_, satisfying the conditions described above. 
(3) Take I+V~ =x’. n “-’ z”!. 
(4) Compute I,V~ = II” for m E ZN (using Lemma 2). This is in general the most 
difficult step. 
(5) Take Tc:ZN+Z:m+xiym. 
Note that in the near-prime factor, we have r= 1 and w(I,v,) = n (see Section 3.6). 
Thus Theorem 2 follows immediately from Lemma 5(iv). 
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